Program Schedule for

MILITARY FRONTIERS: A GRADUATE STUDENT SYMPOSIUM

April 28-29, 2017

Thursday, April 27

7:00 p.m. – Informal Dinner at BRAVO! Cucina Italiana

Friday, April 28

8:00-8:30 a.m. – Meet and Greet with light breakfast

8:30-10:45 a.m. – Panel 1
   Panel Chair: Chris Otter, The Ohio State University
   Fighting War, Fighting Flu: Pandemic Influenza and the Transition from War to Peace in Britain, 1918-1919
   Jim Harris, The Ohio State University
   Commentator – Tait Keller, Rhodes College
   Grasping for the Mask: German Representations of the Gas Mask in World War I
   Peter Thompson, University of Illinois
   Commentator – Chris Otter, The Ohio State University
   Isolationist for How Long? Trends in Public Opinion on Foreign Policy
   Daniel Kent, The Ohio State University
   Commentator – Henk Goemans, University of Rochester

10:45-11:00 a.m. – Break

11:00 a.m. – 1:30 p.m. – Panel 2
   Panel Chair: Jennifer Siegel, The Ohio State University
   Triumvirate Politics: Managing Imperial Relations between Great Britain, Imperial Japan, and the United States between 1906 and 1913
   Daniel Curzon, The Ohio State University
   Commentator – Sally Paine, U.S. Naval War College
   Former and Future Friends: American and British Army Relations, 1919-1933
   Tyler Bamford, Temple University
   Commentator – Jennifer Siegel, The Ohio State University
   The Nature and Risks of Pro-Ukrainian Volunteer Forces
   Ben Boehm, U.S. Naval War College
   Commentator – Christopher Gelpi, The Ohio State University

1:30-2:30 p.m. – Catered Lunch

2:30-3:30 p.m. – Sean Judge Memorial Lecture (Keynote Address)
   Presenter – Professor Gary Sheffield
   Introduction by Peter Mansoor
3:30-6:00 p.m. – **Panel 3**

Panel Chair: Mitch Lerner, The Ohio State University

**Bearing Witness: The United Church of Christ and South Africa in the Apartheid Era**

*Zeb Larson, The Ohio State University*

Commentator – Professor Jason Parker, Texas A&M University

**Civilian Support for Security Force Assistance: A Conjoint Experiment in Baghdad**

*Austin Knuppe, The Ohio State University*

Commentator – Professor Luke Condra, University of Pittsburgh

**Nixon is with us on China: Raging against the Dying of the Lobby**

*Jeff Crean, Texas A&M University*

Commentator – Mitch Lerner, The Ohio State University

6:00-7:00 p.m. – **Free time**

7:00 p.m. – **Formal Dinner**

**Saturday, April 29**

8:00-8:30 a.m. – **Meet and Greet** with light breakfast

8:30-10:45 a.m. – **Panel 4**

Panel Chair: Mark Grimsley, The Ohio State University

"Quarreling Among Themselves": Managing Conflicts Between Guerrilla Groups in the Philippines During World War II

*Jim Villanueva, The Ohio State University*

Commentator – Gordon Rudd, Marine Corps University

**Insurgency Termination in U.S. Counterinsurgency Doctrine: An Argument to Amend Modern U.S. COIN Doctrine Using Lessons Learned from the Colombian-FARC Peace Process**

*Doug Morton, U.S. Naval War College*

Commentator – Peter Mansoor, The Ohio State University.

**How Information Cascades Cause Refugee Crises: Evidence from Kosovo**

*Ben Laughlin, University of Rochester*

Commentator – Jan Pierskalla, The Ohio State University

10:45-11:00 a.m. – **Closing Remarks**

Max von Bargen